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As a parent, you may feel that
you are constantly reminding
your child of what needs to be
done, or possibly giving up and
just doing it yourself. You might
start to wonder how this child
is ever going to survive in the
world without you there telling
him what to do. How can you
help your child become self-
motivated, not only in terms of
being responsible, but also to have
the drive towork toward his goals
in life?
It�s best if you can start early.

Don�t do for your small childwhat
they can do for themselves. It is
almost always easier and faster to
take over and do it yourself, but
this not only robs your child of an
opportunity to practice a skill, but
it also makes them feel that they
are not doing it right. They can
become easily frustrated if it takes
them longer to do something that
they see you do quickly. When
time is limited, you can simply
say, �Here, let me help you this
time.�When they are doing their
best, try to avoid asking them to

�hurry up.� Efficiency will come
with practice.
It can feel to your child that they

are always being told what to do
and how to do it. Help them see
that they are knowledgeable and
capable by asking them to teach
you something. When dealing
with a small child, pretend to
forget how to complete a task and
ask for their help. �Now, where
do I put the knife and fork?� Ask
your older child to help you with
a technology-related problem.
Take an interest in your child�s
favourite pastime and let them
show you something you didn�t
know.
Encourage a sense of

community. Let them feel the

satisfaction of helping someone
else either by directly helping a
friend or through volunteering
for a worthy cause. Organized
sports, or working together
with others on any type of
project, helps develop a sense of
teamwork and sportsmanship.
Seeing how important each
person�s contribution is to the
final outcome helps build self-
motivation.
It is important to recognize that

your child�s way of approaching
a task or life in general may be
very different than your own. For
example, one child may prefer
to sit down right after school to

tackle homework. Another may
need some time to unwind first,
and yet another may need music
playing or frequent breaks to get
the job done.
Keepyour focusonencouraging

and supporting effort rather than
praising perfection. Help your
child understand that while it
is important to work towards a
goal, they can also take pride and
satisfaction in themany steps that
lead up to that goal.
Self-motivation is needed

for your child to grow to be a
responsible, contributing citizen.
They need to manage their time,
take care of themselves and their

belongings, do their part to help
around the house and follow
through on commitments.
However, self-motivation is

also key in your child finding
and following their passion.
Supporting your child in their
interests will help them continue
to build on the knowledge and
skills needed to move forward.
Allow your child to pursue
those things that interest them,
and encourage them to follow
through.
Make sure you allow for free

time. If your child is constantly
on a tight schedule from school
to extra-curricular activities,

with everything else carefully
organized to fit in between, they
may learn to follow direction
and stay on task, but they are not
learning how to take control of
their own time. Children who are
used to having their day planned
for them can become lost and
boredwhen they have to entertain
themselves.
Your child will not become

self-motivated overnight. But
when you give them support and
encouragement and plenty of
opportunities to practice, it will
gradually develop into a trait that
will serve them well.

Of all the different types
of lilies, the Oriental lily is
the absolute queen of the lily
family. Asiatic lilies put on a
wonderful show in mid-July
and have proven themselves
to be true workhorses in the
Manitoba perennial border
because they are so hardy and
resilient. Martagon lilies are
unique in both form and colour
and are still rather expensive as
they are still considered rather
rare and special.
Martagon lilies bloom just

before the Asiatics so they
extend the lily season nicely.
Species lilies also have their
place in the landscape. The old
fashioned tiger lilies � bright
orange in colour� are the first
lilies to bloom, providing colour
in the June garden. In late fall,
the down-facing pale orange
lilies with the dark brown spots
(Tigrinum splendens) provide
colour in the autumn garden.
But nothing compares to

the huge, fragrant blooms
of Orientals lilies. They are
immense plants, often growing
a meter to a meter-and-a-half
tall. They produce stout stems
that carry innumerable large
blooms. These spectacular lilies
bloom in August and fill the
garden with exquisite colour
and scent � yes, Oriental lily
blooms are very fragrant.
I have successfully grown

Oriental lilies in my garden for
a number of years and although
they are not quite as carefree as
the Asiatics, martagons and
species lilies, with a bit of extra
care they continue to perform
well year after year. They are

not as hardy as the Asiatic and
martagon lilies, so they require
some winter protection and
must be planted in such a way
as to enable them to survive the
winter.
Oriental lily bulbs should

be planted in the spring and
in fact many prairie nurseries
only offer Oriental lily bulbs
in the spring to discourage
unsuccessful fall planting.
Planting Oriental lily bulbs in
the fall often leads to failure and
disappointment because the fall
season is not long enough to
allow the bulbs to completely
settle in to be able to survive the
winter. Oriental lily bulbs are
also planted somewhat deeper
than other lilies to offer them
further winter protection.
Planting the bulbs so that

they are covered by at least 15
cmof soil not only affords them
additional protection from the
cold winter but it also anchors
the plants better as these are tall,
heavy plants and require their
roots to be well anchored in the
ground. It is a good idea just
before fall frosts begin tomulch
Oriental lilies with dry leaves;
this gives the plants a longer
growing season by allowing
them to harden off by keeping
the soil warm, thus further
enabling them to prepare to
withstand the coming winter.
Just before freeze-up, the

stems should be cut off at
ground level and all the leaves
and stems should be removed
from the bed. This will prevent
disease organisms, such as
botrytis, from wintering over
in the plant debris. Additional
winter protection should then
be provided. I place a large
plastic bag full of dry leaves
over the lilies.
Like all lilies, Orientals

prefer a rich, well-drained soil
that contains ample organic
material. Lilies should never be
allowed to sit in sodden soil in
the spring� excess water must
be able to drain away. Lilies
demand a full sun exposure.
If they are subjected to much
shade, lilies become leggy and
weak-stemmed and the amount
of bloom they produce is

drastically reduced.
Botrytis is the most common

disease problemof lilies and the
first indication of its presence
is the lower leaves becoming
spotted. The leaves gradually
turn brown and die starting at
the bottom and then extending
right up to the top of the plants.
Often the foliage will turn
yellow before it turns brown
� another indication that the
disease is present.
Botrytis does not kill the

bulbs, but the blooms are
ruined and the plants become
very unsightly in the garden.
Removing all plant debris
during fall clean up andmaking
sure lilies are planted where
there is good air circulationwill
go a long way in preventing the
disease from being a problem.
Because Botrytis is a fungal
disease, a fungicide can be used
to prevent a recurrence of the
disease the following year.
For the best results, all lilies,

including Orientals, should
be divided every three years.
As the clumps get larger the
bulbs become more and more
crowded and the flowers get
smaller. The best time to
perform this refurbishing task
is after bloom has ceased.
Gently ease the clump out of
the ground with a garden fork,
being careful that the fork is

underneath the whole clump
so as not to pierce any bulbs.
Plant the larger bulbs about
30 cm apart, the smaller ones
a bit closer together. You will
probably have more bulbs than
you want to replant so either
give them away or plant them
somewhere until spring when
they can be donated to aworthy
cause.
Oriental lilies, when given

adequate winter protection,
can be successfully grown in
Manitoba. However, there are
lily hybrids that carry the extra
hardiness resulting from cross-
breeding�Orientpets and LA
hybrids are the best examples.
Orientpets, as their name
suggests, resulted from a cross
between Oriental and Trumpet
lilies while the LA�s are crosses
between thewell-knownEaster
lily (L. Longiforum) and the
Asiatic lily. Both of these lilies
have strong stems, magnificent
flowers and have proven
themselves to be robust and
dependable.
Lilies come in a wide range

of colours, except blue and
purple. Their blooms often
have colourful dots, paintbrush
strokes or bands of a contrasting
colour running lengthwise
on each petal. Lily blooms
have a long vase life and a lily
plant will bloom from two to

three weeks in the garden. By
choosing varieties of all kinds
of lilies that bloom at different
times, the bloom period in the
lily bed can be extended over
most of the summer and fall.
Oriental lilies are near the end
of this succession of bloom.
Perhaps you will add some to
your landscape.

Top left: If Oriental lilies

turn yellow, they probably

have botrytis. (Submitted).
Top right: This lovely pink

Oriental lily has grown in my

garden for a number of years.

(Submitted). Above: Oriental
lilies, like all lilies, have a

long vase life. (Submitted).
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Encourage your child to be self-motivated

Shawna Munro works at the Elspeth Reid Fam-
ily Resource Centre, a
facility of Child and Family Services of West-
ern Manitoba that offers
parenting information and support.
» 204-726-6280
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